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The Institutional Review Board has reviewed your application to conduct research involving human subjects. We are 
pleased to inform you that your project has been APPROVED in full accordance with federal regulations. Please note the 
following important information concerning IRB projects:
- The principal investigator assumes the responsibilities for the protection of human subjects in this project. Any adverse
     events must be reported to the IRB as soon as possible (ex. research related injuries, harmful outcomes, 
     significant withdrawal of subject population, etc.).
- For expedited or full board review, the principal investigator must submit a Continuing Review/Final Report form in
    advance of the expiration date indicated on this letter to report conclusion of the research or request an extension.
- Exempt reviews only require the submission of a Continuing Review/Final Report form in advance of the expiration
     date indicated in this letter if an extension of time is needed.
- Approved consent forms display the official IRB stamp which documents approval and expiration dates. If a renewal
     is requested and approved, new consent forms will be officially stamped and reflect the new approval and 
     expiration dates.
- The principal investigator must seek approval for any changes to the study (ex. research design, consent process, 
     survey/interview instruments, funding source, etc.). The IRB reserves the right to review the research at any time.
Good luck on your research. If you require further assistance, please contact the Office of Research and Sponsored 
Programs at 320-308-4932 or email lidonnay@stcloudstate.edu. All correspondence should include your SCSU IRB
number as indicated on this letter.
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1. Please indicate the status of your project:
      This form serves as a Final Report
        ____ Project has been completed.
        ____ Data collection has been completed but data analysis continues.
        ____ Project has not and will not be conducted. Explain:___________________________________________________
      This form serves as a Continuing Review
        ____ Subject recruitment/enrollment continues; current consent/assent required. Please attach.
        ____ Data collection continues with enrolled subjects; no additional subjects will be recruited.
2. How many subjects have participated in your study? ___________________
3. Have any unexpected reactions, complications or problems occurred during this research?
        ____ No      ____ Yes, explain:__________________________________________________________________________
4. Have any subjects withdrawn from the research, either voluntarily or at the researcher's request?
        ____ No      ____ Yes, explain:__________________________________________________________________________
5. Have any subjects complained about the research?
        ____ No      ____ Yes, explain:__________________________________________________________________________
6. Has any new information been identified which may affect the willingness of current or future subjects to 
      participate in this research?
        ____ No      ____ Yes, explain:__________________________________________________________________________
7. Have any changes been made to your research (including changes to informed consent documents, debriefing
      statements, recruitment materials, etc.) since it was approved by the IRB?
        ____ No      ____ Yes, explain and indicate whether changes were approved by the IRB:
                                             _________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________                ______________________
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